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I take the perspective that social phenomena can be modeled with the
use of computational agents, and that psychology provides us with models
of agent behavior. Kurt Lewin, sometimes regarded as the father of social
psychology, envisioned humans as a dynamical system of individuals behaving
in response to the situations they find themselves in. Lewin called this Field
Theory and expressed it with the pseudocode B = f(P, S): behavior is a
function of person and situation. Lewin was alive for the first two Macy
Conferences, and the proceedings record that he presented Field Theory to
the burgeoning Cybernetics community. There is little doubt Lewin discussed
his ideas with other Cyberneticists present at the conference, so we are left
wondering where this line of thought would have lead, if only Lewin had lived
a little longer.

Agent-Based Modeling and Memes. In my own research into human
behavior, I have used Agent-Based Modeling to model several kinds of social
phenomena, including the transmission of online memes, the transmission of
urban legends, and the cross-group contact effect. In each of these studies, I
“ported” regression models either from my own empirical research or from the
literature into an Agent-Based Model. To reframe this work in the vocabulary
of Field Theory, agent behavior is a function of 1) a psychological model
of behavior; 2) the internal state (personality) of each agent; and 3) the
environment (situation).

The Agents in my work may be connected through a variety of networks
that provide mediated vectors of transmission. Memes are a general sym-
bolic mechanism for agents to exhibit network influence upon one another.
Because memes are a meaningfully rich medium for human expression, and
because the “packetization” of information as memes is readily trackable on-
line, there is a wealth of behavioral data about memes that may be used to
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inform Agent-Based models of meme transmisssion. Memes are therefore an
ideal unit of analysis for enhancing empirically specified simulations of social
behavior.

I have studied memes in the general Dawkins sense of cultural replica-
tors and in the contemporary sense of images with remixable backgrounds.
I conducted a longitudinal study upon a large online political community,
identified cliques and political memes, then analyzed meme retransmission
both within and between cliques. Although people in the study were in-
fluenced by memes from their own clique, they were more likely to create
or retransmit memes for individual goals - not for clique norms. I recently
conducted an analysis of 2016 US presidential election image memes, which
provides a time-series dataset of meme content and meme liking/disliking
behavior, and I intend to use this as the basis for future modeling work.

World Population Simulation. Over the course of this work, I found
myself scaling up to ever-larger samples, thereby raising the question: what
is the consequence of Lewin’s equation if taken to its natural limit? After
all, the largest sample any social psychologist could possibly obtain is the set
containing the entire world’s population, and that isn’t unobtainably large
by modern computational standards. I therefore created a human population
simulation called pplapi.com, n ≈ 7.2B, in which each computational agent
represents one human living on Earth. Because agents on pplapi.com may
be specified as LISP, agents may therefore contain complex states consisting
of procedures and data, cognitive models (e.g. ACT-R), or neural networks.

Now with this world population simulation in hand, let us consider the
iterative version of Field Theory for all 7.2B agents agents indexed by i at
time t, Bit = f(Pit , Sit). An iterative simulator would calculate the set of
all behaviors {B}t =

∫ 7.2B
i=1 f(Pit , Sit). These behaviors thereby alter the

situation of other agents, Sit = Sit−1 ∗ {B}t−1. In this manner, Lewin’s
original vision of a recursive “field” can be approximated with an iterative,
agent-based modeling approach.

The Future. B = f(P, S) offers a powerful mechanism for using compu-
tational agents in psychological research. In the near future, I hope to estab-
lish the ontological scaffolding that bridges these fields for the advancement
of social and behavioral research. I continue to develop the world popula-
tion simulation, and I am exploring how richer, more empirically plausible
memes can be used in models for more realistic simulations. A longer term
aspiration of mine is to implement Buckminster Fuller’s World Game upon
this platform to advance world peace.
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